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Bill Hendricks
Klyn Nurseries., Box 343, Perry, Ohio 44081 U.S.A. 
Email: bhendricks@klynnurseries.com

Klyn Nurseries has used composts in various aspects of production for over 20 
years. Over the years we have modified certain applications of how we use composts 
but have never veered from the basic principles we discovered so long ago. The 
basic principle that organic material improves soil tilth, texture, drainage, adds 
slow-release nutrients, and provides disease control where used properly is a given. 
Using these principles we apply organic matter to our fields and bed production at 
every opportunity. The biggest problem we face is finding large enough quantities 
of these materials when we need them.

In field production we use a combination of composted nursery waste (ground 
up plants and container media), leaves and grass clippings. Working with the lo-
cal County Cooperative Extension office we provide a service to the community as 
a drop off point for the Local Leaf to Land program allowing residents to drop off 
leaves and grass clippings at no charge. We accept no branches or coarse material 
that would require the use of a tub grinder keeping the operation very simple. We 
do not want to become a composting facility. Leaves collected through the fall and 
early spring along with composted nursery waste are piled and allowed to break 
down naturally. In late spring and early summer we apply a 3-in. layer to open 
ground as we are preparing fields for cover crops. Sudex is used as a green manure 
that helps shade out weeds while its roots open soil channels and as we cut it down 
and plow it under adds organic matter to the soil. We do a great deal of fall planting 
and find that this process has improved our soils so that every time we turn a field 
we get improved growth and healthier plants. If a field will not be planted until 
spring, we plant a fall crop of rye that will be turned down in spring to add even 
more organic matter. 

The addition of the composted material adds a tremendous amount of organic 
material to the ground compared to cover crops alone (see Table 1 for comparisons 
of value for various types of organic material).

About 15 acres of irrigated beds are used for production of liners for use in field 
and containers. In these beds we also grow a large number of boxwoods and other 
high intensity finished plants in a three-row-bed system. When these plants reach 
maturity they can be dug B&B or bare-rooted for use in large containers. Compos-
ted municipal sludge (CMS) is used to supply most of the organic base in both beds 
and container media.

We apply up to 2-in. layer of CMS when building up new in-ground beds. One 
inch of material is applied to the area and worked in to the top 4 to 5 in. with a 
rototiller. After beds are planted we apply another 1 in. of material as mulch. After 
the first planting has been harvested we soil test to see if another full application 
will be needed. Usually we apply a layer of composted leaves and nursery waste 
and replant adding 1 in. of CMS as mulch without resting the ground. The CMS 
has added nutrients, loosened the soil, reduced water stress, and decreased disease 
issues. By applying generous amounts of organic matter we have been able to keep 
our beds in constant use for almost 20 years, never resting the soil, without decreas-
ing productivity.
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